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Abstract—Organizational and social aspects are key factors
for the analysis of Information Quality (IQ) requirements. This
is particularly true in the case of complex socio-technical systems
where computerized components coexist with humans and social
structures and effective IQ policies can be defined only as a
combination of all these factors. Although, several policy-based
approaches have been proposed in the literature, none of them
offer an adequate conceptual support to combine the technical
and organizational perspective in the analysis of IQ requirements.
In this paper, we propose a goal-based approach based on an
extended version of Secure Tropos to model and analyze IQ
requirements from a socio-technical perspective. Our approach
provides mechanisms for an automatic derivation of IQ policies,
which are specified in terms of permitted, forbidden and obligated
activities. Verification of correctness and consistency of the
derived policies are supported by automated analysis techniques.
We illustrated our approach with an example concerning the
stock market system.

Keywords—Information Quality; requirements engineering;
goal model; reasoning; specification language; IQ policies.

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of Information Quality (IQ) for organiza-
tions is out of discussion, since they depend on information
for managing their daily tasks, make important decisions,
etc., i.e., and relying on low-quality information may leads to
undesirable outcomes [1], or even disasters in the case of crit-
ical systems (e.g., air traffic management systems, healthcare
systems, etc.). Usually, organizations rely on different kinds
of policies for improving the quality of their information (e.g.,
access control policies [2], security and reliability policies [3],
integrity policies [4], etc.), i.e., they use such policies to define
the permitted/ forbidden actors’ activities toward information
in order to deal with IQ related issues.

However, most of the proposed policy-based approaches
for dealing with IQ related issues put more emphasis on
the technical aspects of the system, and leave the social and
organizational aspects outside the system’s boundary, where
different kinds of vulnerabilities might arise. In other words,
these approaches do not propose a holistic method that is able
to capture the social, organizational along with the technical
aspects of IQ. More specifically, they might not be able to sat-
isfy the needs of current complex systems (e.g., socio-technical
systems [5]), which are composed of both humans and their
social interactions along with the technical components of the

system. For example, the Flash Crash (a main U.S market
crash) was not caused by a mere technical failure, but it was
due to several socio-technical IQ related vulnerabilities that
manifested themselves in the system structure and led to the
crash [6]. Moreover, many of these approaches provide ad-hoc
techniques to deal with IQ related vulnerabilities, instead of
solving the main reason for such vulnerabilities by considering
them during the early phase of the system development (e.g.,
requirements level).

At the other hand, we have several Requirements Engineer-
ing (RE) approaches that are able to capture the organizational
along with the social needs of the system-to-be (e.g., i* [7],
Secure Tropos [8] etc.), but their main focus is on the function-
ality of the system, and they either ignore or loosely define IQ
needs. Moreover, we can find several security approaches (e.g.,
[9]–[12]) that provide concepts for modeling authorizations
over information entities, which enable to address accessibility
and integrity related issues to a certain limit, but they seem
to be limited in addressing several main IQ dimensions (e.g.,
accuracy, timeliness, consistency, trustworthiness, believability,
etc.). In [13], [14], we proposed a RE framework for capturing
IQ requirements, and we showed how several IQ related vul-
nerabilities could be avoided, if the social and organizational
aspects of the system were considered properly during the
system design. However, our framework did not offer any
conceptual support to specify IQ policies in terms of permitted,
forbidden, and obligated activities toward information.

In this paper, we propose an extension to our previous
framework [14] to model and analyze IQ requirements of
the system-to-be. In particular, we provide mechanisms for
an automatic derivation of IQ final specifications in terms
of IQ policies that clearly identify the permitted, forbidden
and obligated activities concerning information usage. More-
over, we propose automated analysis techniques to verify the
correctness and consistency of the derived policies. More
specifically, the contributions of this paper include:

∙ Extending the concepts proposed in [14] for modeling
IQ requirements by proposing more refined concepts
that enable for specifying detailed IQ specifications;

∙ Extending the analysis support concerning IQ require-
ments to reason about the new modeling concepts,
which is essential to guarantee the correctness and
consistency of the requirements model, and in turn the
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correctness and consistency of the derived IQ policies;

∙ Proposing IQ policy specification language that is able
to clearly represents the final IQ specifications in terms
of permitted, forbidden and obligated actors’ activities
concerning information usage;

∙ Introducing a methodological process for the auto-
matic derivation of IQ policies from the requirements
model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; we present
the baseline of our research in Section II, while Section III
describes our motivating example concerning the US stock
market system that is used throughout the paper to illustrate
our approach. In Section IV, we present our approach for the
automatic derivation of the final IQ specifications, and we
implement and evaluate our approach in Section V. Section
VI presents the related work, and we conclude the paper and
discuss the future work at Section VII.

II. RESEARCH BASELINE

Our research baseline is based on three main areas.

(i) Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE):
is used to represent the stakeholders’ requirements in terms of
actors of the systems along with their objectives, entitlements,
capabilities and their social dependencies. Among the existing
approaches (e.g., KAOS [15], i* [7], Secure Tropos [8]), we
adopt an extended version of Secure Tropos [14] as a baseline
for our approach, which provides concepts for capturing IQ
requirements, beside the basic modeling concepts offered by
Secure Tropos. In particular, it introduces primitives for mod-
eling actors that cover two concepts, namely role and agent,
where the first is an abstract characterization of the behavior of
a social actor within some specialized context, and the latter is
an actor with concrete, physical manifestations. Goals are used
to represent actors’ strategic interests, i.e., a goal is a state of
affairs that an actor intends to achieve. Goals can be refined
through And/Or decomposition into finer sub-goals. While
information is used to represent any informational entities,
and it has volatility attribute that can be used to determine
its timeliness (validity). An actor can be a legal owner of
information item, which gave it a full control over its use.

Goals may produce, read, modify and send information,
where produce indicates that an information item can be
created by achieving the goal that is responsible of its creation
process; reads indicates that consuming an information item is
required for the achievement of the goal. Modify indicates that
the goal achievement depends on modifying an information
item, and send indicates that the goal achievement depends
on transferring an information item to a specific destination
under predefined criteria. Moreover, the framework extends
information provision proposed in Secure Tropos, with a time
attribute to represent the transmission time. Finally, it adopts
the notion of delegation to model the transfer of entitlements
and authorities among actors, and the notion of trust and
distrust to capture the actors’ expectations of one another
concerning their delegated entitlements.

(ii) Organizational and security policies: policies are
very important to define the expected actors’ behavior in any
community, i.e., with the absence of policies, actor will be

free to determine their own behavior [16]. The Oxford English
Dictionary [17] defines a policy as “a course of actions or
principles adopted by a government, party, individual, etc.”.
While security policies can be defined as the rules that governs
the behavior of a system [18], [19], or as in [20] as the speci-
fication of requirements related to the security properties that
a system must provide. More specifically, a policy statement
concentrate on the permitted, forbidden and obligated actions
to be carried out [21].

(iii) Information Quality: there is a general consensus
that IQ is a hierarchal multi-dimensional concept [22], [23],
that can be characterized by several dimensions [23], [24],
including: accuracy, completeness, timeliness, accessibility,
trustworthiness, etc., where each of these dimensions can be
used to represent a certain aspect of IQ. We focus on four
main IQ dimensions that enable us to address the IQ related
issues that we consider in this paper, namely: Accessibility:
the extent to which information is available, or easily and
quickly retrieved [22], we limit accessibility definition to
information availability and having the required permission
to perform a task at hand; Accuracy: means that information
should be true or error free with respect to some known,
designated or measured values [23]. Some researchers use the
term correctness instead of accuracy, yet according to [24]
these two terms seems to be equivalent; Timeliness: can be
defined as to which extent information is valid in term of time,
i.e., sufficiently up-to-date for a task at hand [22]; Consistency:
means that multiple records of the same information should be
the same across time and space [23]. In our work, consistency
is a time related aspect, while in [25], consistency is used to
refer to the “representational consistency” of information.

III. US STOCK MARKET EXAMPLE

Our example concerns the U.S stock market domain, based
on [26], [27], we can identify several stakeholders of the
system including: stock investors are individuals or companies,
who have a main goal of “making profit from trading securi-
ties”. While stock traders are persons or companies involved
in trading securities in stock markets either for their own sake
or on behalf of their investors, and they can be classified based
on their behavior and trading capabilities under several main
categories, including: Market Makers: facilitate trading on a
particular security in the market, and they are able to trade
large number of securities; High-Frequency Traders (HFTs):
are able to trade with very high trading frequency; and Small
traders: trade small amount of securities with very low trading
frequency.

Moreover, stock markets are the places where traders
gather and trade securities (e.g., NYSE, CME, NASDAQ, etc.),
and they have a main goal of “making profit by facilitate
security trading among traders”, i.e., markets receive, match,
and perform trades from different traders. Moreover, markets
should ensure stable trading environment, i.e., they should halt
or slow down the trading frequency when it is needed. In
order to do that, they rely on Circuit Breakers (CBs) that
are techniques used to stabilize the trading environment by
halting or slowing down trading activities to prevent a potential
market crash when necessary [28]. In general, CBs rely on
CBs information that is produced by analyzing the trading
environment.
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Fig. 1. The process for the automated derivation of IQ policies

Furthermore, accounting firms can be defined as firms
that provide accounting services to companies for a fee.
While auditing firms are responsible of auditing the financial
statements of legal entities (e.g., persons, companies), where a
financial statement is a formal record of the financial activities
of such entities. Consulting firms provide professional advices
concerning some financial securities to traders and investors
for a fee. Credit assessment ratings firms are specialized for
providing assessments of the credit worthiness of companies’
securities. In other words, such firms help traders in deciding
how risky it is to invest money in a certain security. Finally,
the Consolidate Tape Association (CTA) is responsible of
producing information about securities (trades and quotes),
where such information is very important for analyzing the
market and make trading decisions [29]. In particular, CTA
provides Consolidated Tape System (CTS) information that
describes the last orders (trades) information; and Consolidated
Quotation System (CQS) information that concerns quotation1

related information.

IV. AUTOMATED INFORMATION QUALITY POLICY
SPECIFICATION APPROACH

IQ policy can be defined as a set of rules that control the
behavior of actors toward information by defining their per-
mitted, forbidden and obligated activities. However, defining
such policies for complex systems is not an easy task, since
they might be used to represent different stakeholder’ needs,
which might be conflicting with one another, i.e., conflicting
needs will lead to conflicting policies. Moreover, these policies
might be subject to several different social and organizational
aspects. Thus, we need to guarantee that the defined IQ policies
are also consistent with the social and organizational context
where the system will be implemented.

To tackle these problems, we need to guarantee that the
defined IQ policies are consistent with the social, organiza-
tional, and IQ requirements of the system-to-be. This can be
done by deriving such policies from the requirements model
of the system, after verifying the correctness and consistency
of the model. To this end, we propose a goal-driven approach
that builds on top of our previous framework [14], and refines
its modeling and analysis techniques for capturing IQ require-
ments. Moreover, our approach provides mechanisms for the
automatic derivation of the final IQ specifications based on the
system requirements in terms of clearly defined IQ policies.

1A quote is an order that has not been performed

The rest of this section is organized as follows; first we
give an overview of the methodological process that underlies
our approach. Second, we describe our extended modeling
language that proposes refined concepts, which enable for
defining detailed IQ specifications, and then we discuss the
automated reasoning support that is used to guarantee the
correctness and consistency of the requirements model, which
is essential to guarantee the correctness and consistency of
the derived IQ policies. Finally, we describe our proposed IQ
policy specification language, and then we list and discuss the
rules that are used for the automatic derivation of IQ policies
from the requirements model.

A. Overview of the Approach

An overview of the methodological process that underlies
our approach for the automated derivation of IQ policies is
shown in Figure 1. The process is specialized for modeling
and analyzing IQ requirements of the system-to-be, and then
automatically deriving the final IQ specifications based on the
verified requirements model in terms of clearly defined IQ
policies. In particular, the process is composed of 3 main
phases; we briefly describe each of them as follows2:

(1) Modeling phase: aims to model IQ requirements of
the system in their social and organizational context; and it
is composed of 5 main steps: (1.1) Actors modeling: aims
to model the actors (e.g., roles and agents) of the system
along with their objectives, entitlements and capabilities; (1.2)
Goals modeling: aims to identify and model actors’ top-
level goals and refine them, if needed, through And/ Or-
decomposition into leaf goals, which might leads to new itera-
tion of this step; (1.3) Information modeling: that is composed
of 2 main sub activities: (i) Information ownership model-
ing: aims to identify the legal owners of information items,
which is essential to identify who has full control concerning
information permissions; and (ii) Goals-information relations
modeling: that model the different relations between goals and
information (e.g., produces, reads, modifies and sends); (1.4)
Social interactions modeling: aims to identify and model the
different social dependencies (interactions) among actors of the
system concerning information provision, and the delegation
of both authorities and entitlements. More specifically, based
on actors’ capabilities some goals might be delegated to actors,
who have the capabilities to achieve them; and based on actors’
needs, information and permissions are provided/ delegated to

2We discuss each of these phases in details in sections B, C, and D
respectively



them respectively. (1.5) Trust modeling: aims to identify and
model trust/ distrust among actors of the system concerning
goals and permissions delegation. After the modeling phase is
finished (both step 1.3 and step 1.5), and if the model does not
require any more refinements, we proceed to the next phase.

(2) Analysis phase: aims to verify the correctness and
consistency of the requirements model against some properties
of the design. In particular, we define a set of properties
to check the correctness and consistency of the requirements
model, i.e., the model is correct and consistent, if all of these
properties hold. When the model correctness and consistency
are verified (no inconsistency and/or conflict is detected), we
proceed to the final phase.

(3) Specification phase: aims to automatically derive the fi-
nal IQ specifications based on the requirements model in terms
of IQ policies that are represented in IQ policy specification
language, which clearly define the permitted, forbidden and
obligated actions to be carried out by actors of the system
toward information.

B. Extended Modeling Language

Our previous framework [14] introduces concepts for mod-
eling actors of the system along with their objectives, entitle-
ments and capabilities, and it adopts the notion of delegation
and trust. Moreover, it proposes concepts for capturing IQ
requirements in terms of their different dimensions such as
accuracy, timeliness, consistency, etc. For instance, it introduce
trusted production/ provision concepts that enable for capturing
information accuracy, and it provides information volatility,
read timeliness and send timeliness concepts for capturing
information timeliness. Moreover, it proposes Purpose Of Use
(POU), interdependent readers and read time concepts for
capturing information consistency, where the first captures
the intended purpose of information usage, which enables to
identify interdependent readers that can be defined as actors
who read the same information for the same purpose of
use. While the last concept represents the currency (age) of
information that an actor has. We say that information is
consistent among its interdependent reader, if all of them have
the same read time, and it is inconsistent otherwise3.

However, some of the proposed IQ concepts are at high
abstraction level, and seem to be inappropriate for identifying
detailed IQ specifications, i.e., we cannot rely on them for
specifying the permitted, forbidden and obligated activities
toward information. For instance, it proposes trusted /dis-
trusted provision that helps in analyzing the accuracy of the
transferred information, yet we cannot rely on such concepts
to derive detailed IQ specifications, i.e., such concept cannot
help in determining information transfer types, or identifying
the allowed/ forbidden activities on the transferred information.
In other words, our previous framework does not support the
notion of permissions, which is very important for identifying
the permitted/ forbidden actors’ activities toward information,
and in turn, for addressing several IQ related issues. Thus, we
refine the modeling language by proposing four different types
of permissions concerning the four types of information usage
(e.g., (P)roduce, (R)ead, (M)odify and (S)end). Moreover, we

3For more information about the concepts and the formal framework, you
can refer to [13], [14]

extend the language to model permission delegation among
actors, and to model trust/ distrust concerning the delegated
permissions. Furthermore, we refine information provision
(transfer) concept by proposing two different types of provi-
sions, namely: normal provision (P), and Integrity Preserving
provision (IP provision) which can preserve the integrity of
the provided (transferred) information [30].

Figure 2 shows a portion of a goal model concerning the
stock market system represented in the refined modeling
language. For instance, Pro trading is an agent
that plays Small trader role, which is specialized
(is a) from the role Stock trader that has a main
goal of Make profit by trading security,
which is And-decomposed into Analyze the market
for targeted securities and Make profit by
producing the right orders. Moreover, the goal
Make profit by producing the right orders
(R)eads and (M)odifies Investor’s orders,
and it (P)roduces Trader’s orders, and it needs
to (S)end both Investor’s orders and Trader’s
orders to the stock market. A stock investor
provides (Integrity Provision (IP)) investor’s orders
to trader, and since it is the owner of such information, it
delegates (R)ead, (M)odify and (S)end permissions concerning
it to the trader. Finally, a stock investor delegates the goal
Make profit from trading securities to stock
trader, and trusts it for its achievement.

C. Analyzing the Requirements Model

In this section, we describe the automated reasoning sup-
port that our approach proposes to guarantee the correctness
and consistency of the requirements model, which is essential
to guarantee the correctness and consistency of the derived IQ
policies. In order to verify the correctness and consistency of
the requirements model, we provide a Datalog [31] formaliza-
tion of all the concepts that have been introduced in the paper,
along with the reasoning axioms4. Moreover, we define a set
of properties of the design (shown in Table I) that can be used
to verify the correctness and consistency of the requirements
model; in what follows we discuss each of these properties:

Pro1-3 verify goals related properties, where Pro1 states
that the model should not include any top-level goal that is not
achieved from the perspective of the actor, who aims for it.
We rely on this property to quickly verify the correctness and
consistency of the requirements model, i.e., if this property
holds for all top-level goals, we can conclude that all the
stakeholders’ requirements will be achieved. Pro2 states that
the model should not include any goal delegation/ delegation
chain, if there is no trust/ trust chain holds between the
delegator and the delegatee, since delegation with no trust
leaves the delegator with no guarantee about the achievement
of the delegated goal. Pro3 states that the model should not
include any false goal delegation / delegation chain, i.e., goals
should be delegated only to actors, who have the capability to
achieve them either directly or indirectly by delegating them
to an actor who has such capability.

4The formalization of the concepts and axioms is omitted due to space
limitation, yet they can be found at https://mohamadgharib.wordpress.com/iqp/
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Fig. 2. A partial goal model concerning the U.S stock market structure

For example, in Figure 2 if the stock investor delegates
its goal “Make profit from trading securities” to stock trader
with no trust relation, Pro2 is able to detect such situation and
notify the designer. While if the designer mistakenly delegate
the investor goal to any other actor but the trader, and there
was no valid delegation to the trader, Pro3 will be able to
detect such violation.

Pro4-5 are used to verify information related properties.
For instance, Pro4 states that actors should have all informa-

tion that is required for the achievement of the goals they are
responsible of. While Pro5 states that information should be
only provided to actors, who require them either for achieving
their objectives, or they have a valid provision chain to actors
who require them.

For example, in Figure 2, Pro4 is able to detect if the
investor did not receive “trading suggestions” from the trader.
While if such information was provided to stock market, Pro5
will be able to detect such unrequited provision, since infor-



TABLE I. PROPERTIES OF THE DESIGN

Pro1 :- aims(A,G), not achieved(A,G)
Pro2 :- deleChain(A, B, G), not trustChain(A, B, achieve, G)
Pro3 :- deleChain(_,A,G), not can_achieve(A,G)
Pro4 :- needs(A,I), information(I, T), not has(A,I, T)
Pro5 :- provideChain(_,A,I), needs(B,I), not needs(A,I), not provideChain(A,B,I)
Pro6 :- need_perm(P, A, I), not has_perm(P, A, I)
Pro7 :- has_perm(P, A, I), not need_perm(P, A, I), not own(A, I)
Pro8 :- dele_perm(P, A, B, I), not has_perm(P, A, I)
Pro9 :- has_perm(P, B, I), owner(A,I), not trust_perm_chain(P, A, B, I)
Pro10 :- read(G, I), not fits_read(G, I)
Pro11 :- send(T, G, B, I), not fits_send(T, G, B, I)
Pro12 :- play(A, R1), play(A, R2), conflict_roles(R1, R2, produce, I), producer(A, I, T)
Pro13 :- play(A, R1), play(A, R2), conflict_roles(R1, R2, read, I), reader(A, I)

mation is not required by the market, and no valid provision
to actors who require them exist.

Pro6-9 are used to verify information permissions related
properties. For instance, Pro6 states that actors should have all
the permission they require to achieve their objectives. Pro7
states that permissions should be only delegated to actors, who
require them for the achievement of their objectives. Only
information owners may have permissions they do not require.
While Pro8 states that the model should not include actors who
delegate permissions that they do not have. Pro9 states that
the model should not include actors who have permissions,
and there is no trust/ trust chain between such actors and
information owner concerning the delegated permissions.

For example, in Figure 2, Pro6 will be able to detect
if the investor did not delegate (R)ead, (M)odify, or (S)end
permissions to the trader concerning its orders, since such
permissions are needed by the trader to achieve its objectives.
While, if consulting firm delegates (M)odify permission to
a trader, Pro7 will be able to detect such violation, since
the trader does not require such permissions. Moreover, if
the investor delegates any permission related to its orders
to a trader, Pro8 will notify the designer, if no trust holds
between the investor and the trader concerning the delegated
permissions. While if a trader delegates any permission related
to the investor’s orders to any other trader, Pro9 will notify the
designer, if no trust holds between the delegtee and the investor
(information owner) concerning the delegated permissions.

Pro10-11 are used to verify IQ related properties in the
model. For instance, Pro10 states that the model should not
include any information that does not fits for the purpose
of read (appropriate for read) from the perspectives of their
readers, where information should be accessible, accurate,
valid and consistent to be considered appropriate for read. In
particular, Pro10 is able to detect: (1) information accuracy,
where information is inaccurate if it is produced with no
permissions, modified intentionally/ intentionally during its
transfer; (2) information accessibility, information is inacces-
sible to an actor, if the actor does not has read permissions;
(3) information timeliness (validity), where timeliness can be
analyzed depending on information currency that is the time
interval between information creation (or update) to its usage
time [22], [25], and information volatility that is the change
rate of information value [25], i.e., information is not valid,
if its currency is bigger than its volatility interval, otherwise

it is valid; (4) information consistency, where information is
inconsistent if there exist at least two interdependent readers
(actors read information for the same purpose of use), who
have different read times that indicates the actual read time by
information reader. While Pro11 states that the model should
not include any information that does not fits for send from
the perspectives of their senders, where information should be
accurate and valid at its intended destination to be considered
appropriate for send.

Pro12-13 state that the model should not include any
agent that plays conflicting roles in terms of producing and/or
reading information. In particular, it is used to ensure that
the model manage separation of duties among its actors to
avoid any conflict of interest that may leads to different kinds
of vulnerability. Defining the conflicting roles in terms of
producing or reading information is not an easy task. Usually,
it is done with the help of domain experts, and conflicting
roles for produce or read are added to the model as logical
constraints, which enable the automated analysis to detect
such situations at the instance (agents) level. For example,
in Figure 2 Best services is playing two conflicting roles
(“Accounting firm” and “Auditing firm”) concern producing
“Financial statement”, i.e., it may provide accounting and
auditing services for the same company, since we cannot
trust a firm for producing auditing information (“Financial
statement”) for a company that it gets paid from to perform
their accounting services (e.g., The Enron scandal [32]), Best
services should be prevented from producing such information.
Similarly, Fetch Co is playing two conflicting roles (“Auditing
firm” and “Consulting firm”) concern reading “Security assess-
ment”, since it might use such information for providing paid
consulting services. If any of the previously discussed cases
happened in the model properties Pro12-13 will be able to
detect such situation and notify the designer.

D. Automated Specification of Information Quality Policies

After verifying the correctness and consistency of the
requirements model, we are able to derive correct and consis-
tent IQ specification. In order to do that, we need to define
IQ policy specification language to represent such policies
(section 1), and we need to define the required rules that
enable for the automatic derivation of such policies from the
requirements model (section 2).



1) Information Quality Policy Specification Language: our
IQ policy specification language provides a clear way for
specifying IQ policies in terms of the permitted, forbidden
and obligated activities toward information. The language
supports three types of polices, namely: permit, forbid, and
obligate policies that are used to control four different types
of activities over information, namely, produce, read, modify,
and send. Moreover, the IQ policy specification language can
be represented in BNF notation [33] as:

IQ Policy = (Permit ∣ Forbid ∣ Obligate)

IQ Policy = IQ Policy name(Actor: a, [Actor: b,] ,
information: i {[, (for ∣ to ∣ in), (Actor: c ∣ Goal:
g ∣ Time: t)]})

The syntax of the language can be described as follows,
bold is a language keyword, definitions are represented as =,
alternations are enclosed in round brackets () separated by
∣, optional elements are enclosed within square brackets [],
and repetition is enclosed with braces {}. In what follows, we
discuss the three types of IQ policies:

Permit policy is used to define the activities that an actor is
allowed to perform over information, and it can be represented
in BNF notation as follows:

Permit = permitted policy name(Actor: a,
information: i [, (for ∣ to), (Actor: c ∣ Goal:
g)])

For example, stock investor (information owner) is per-
mitted to produce its own orders, and a trader5 is permitted
to read and modify investor’s order for its goal make profit
by producing the right orders, and it is permitted to send
investor’s order to a stock market, each of the previous permit
policies can be represented as follows:

permitted produce(investor, investors_order)

permitted read(trader, investors_order, for,
make_profit_by_producing_the_right_orders)

permitted modify(trader, investors_order, for,
make_profit_by_producing_the_right_orders)

permitted send(trader, investors_order, to,
stock_market)

Forbid policy is used to define the activities that an
actor is prohibited to perform over information, and it can
be represented in BNF notation as follows:

Forbid = forbidden policy name(Actor: a,
information: i [, (for ∣ to), (Actor: b ∣ Goal:
g)])

For example, if a trader is forbidden to produce some
investor’s order (e.g., does not has the required permissions),
and it is forbidden to read/ modify investor’s order for some
goals, and it is forbidden to send investor’s order to some
actors, we can represent the previous statements in the form
of forbid policies as follows:

forbidden produce(trader, investors_order)

5We assume it has the required permissions

forbidden read(trader, investors_order, for,
analyzing_the_market)

forbidden modify(trader, investors_order, for,
analyzing_the_market)

forbidden send(trader, investors_order, to,
consulting_firm)

Obligate policy is used to specify the activities that an
actor must perform over information, and it can be represented
in BNF notation as follows:

obligate = obligated policy name(Actor: a, [Actor:
b,] information: i {[, (for ∣ to ∣ in), (Actor: c ∣
Goal: g ∣ Time: t)]})

Obligation policies covers three different types of activities,
namely: (1) provide, in which an actor is obligated to provide
information to another one within a predefined period of time;
(2) read, in which an actor is obligated to read information
within a predefined period of time delay; and (3) send, in
which an actor is obligated to transfer information to its defined
destination (another actor) within a predefined period of time.
For example, an obligation policy concerning information
provision, in which a stock market (e.g., NYSE, CME, etc.) is
obligated to provide CTA with information concerning trades/
quotes (e.g., CQS/ CTS info) in the predefined period of time
(e.g., 10 seconds), can be represented as:

obligated provide(stock_market, CTA, CQS-info, in,
10)

While an obligation policy concerning information read, in
which an actor (e.g., NYSE) is obligated to read information
(e.g., CME CB-info) within a predefined period of time delay
(e.g., 0 seconds) , can be represented as:

obligated read(NYSE, CME_CB-info, for,
manage_trading_environment, in, 0)

Finally, an obligation policy concerning information send,
in which an actor (e.g., trader) is obligated to send information
(e.g., investor’s order) to a predefined destination (e.g., stock
market) within a predefined period of delay (e.g., 10 seconds)
, can be represented as:

obligated send(trader, investors_order, to,
Stock_market, in, 10)

2) Rules for Automated Derivation of Information Quality
Policy Specifications: in the previous section, we described
our IQ policy specification language. Here, we discuss how the
final IQ specifications can be derived from the requirements
model. In particular, we define three sets of rules6 (shown in
Table II), namely: permit, forbid and obligate policy derivation
rules that are used for the automated derivation of IQ speci-
fications from the requirements model in terms of IQ policy
specification language; in what follows we discuss each of
these sets:

Permit policy derivation rules : are used to derive allowed
actors’ activities concerning information, and represent them
in IQ specification language (permit policies). In particular,
rules P1-5 are used to identify the permitted actors activities
over information based on the permissions they have taking

6Derivation rules (axioms) that are also represented in Datalog language



TABLE II. RULES FOR AUTOMATED DERIVATION OF IQ SPECIFICATIONS

P1 permitted_produce(A,I):- has_perm(p,A,I), not forbidden_produce(A,I).
P2 permitted_read(A,I,for,G):- own(A,I), is_responsible(A,G), not forbidden_read(A,I,for,G).
P3 permitted_read(A,I,for,G):- has_perm(r,A,I), is_responsible(A,G), read(POU,G,I),

not forbidden_read(A,I,for,G).
P4 permitted_send(A,I,to,B):- has_perm(s,A,I), is_responsible(A,G), send(T,G,B,I).
P5 permitted_modify(A,I,for,G):- has_perm(m,A,I), is_responsible(A,G), modify(G,I).
F1 forbidden_produce(A,I):- play(A, R1), play(A, R2), conflict_roles_produce(R1, R2, produce, I).
F2 forbidden_read(A,I,for,G):- play(A, R1), play(A, R2), is_responsible(A,G), read(POU,G,I),

conflict_roles_read(R1, R2, read, I).
F3 forbidden_read(A,I,for,G1):- has_perm(r,A,I), is_responsible(A,G), read(POU1,G,I),

is_responsible(A,G1), not read(POU2,G1,I), G != G1.
F4 forbidden_modify(A,I,for,G1):- has_perm(m,A,I), is_responsible(A,G), modify(G,I),

is_responsible(A,G1), not modify(G1, I), G != G1.
F5 forbidden_send(A,I,to,C) :- has_perm(s,A,I), sender(T1, A, B, I), actor(C),

not sender(T2, A, C, I), #int(T1), #int(T2), B!=C.
O1 obligated_read(A,I,in,0):- interdependent_readers(A,B,I).
O2 obligated_provide(A,B,I,in,T):- provideChain(_,T,A,B,I).
O3 obligated_send(A,I,to,B,in,T):- sender(T,A,B,I).

into consideration the activities that might be prevented from
performing (e.g., conflict of interests).

P1 states that an actor is permitted to produce an informa-
tion item, if it has the related produce permission, and it is not
forbidden, by any reason, from producing such information.
P2 states that an actor is permitted to read an information
item for any goal that is responsible of its achievement, if
it is the owner of such information, and there is no reason
forbidding it from reading such information. While P3 states
that an actor is permitted to read an information item for a
specific goal that is responsible of its achievement, if it has
the related read permissions, and it is not forbidden, by any
reason, from reading such information. P4 states that an actor
is permitted to send an information item to a specific actor,
if it is responsible of a goal that sends such information to
the actor, and it has the related send permissions. Finally, P5
states that an actor is permitted to modify an information item
by a specific goal, if it is responsible of the goal that modifies
such information, and it has the related modify permissions.

For example, in Figure 2 stock investor (information owner)
is permitted to produce, read, and modify its own orders
by any goal that is responsible of its achievement, and it is
also permitted to send them to any actor. While the trader is
permitted to read and modify the investor’s orders only by
its goal “Make profit by producing the right orders”, and it is
permitted to send the investor’s orders only by its goal “Make
profit by producing the right orders”, and only to the stock
market.

Forbid policy derivation rules : are used to derive
prohibited actors’ activities concerning information, and rep-
resent them in IQ specification language (forbid policies). In
particular, rules F1-5 are used to identify the activities that an
actor is forbidden to perform over information.

F1 states that an actor is forbidden to produce an informa-
tion item, if it plays conflicting roles concerning the produce of
such information. F2 states that an actor is forbidden to read
an information item, if it plays conflicting roles concerning
the read of such information. While F3 states that an actor
is forbidden to read an information item for any goal that is
responsible of its achievement except the goal(s) that reads

such information, and the actor has been granted the read
permissions to achieve it/them. This rule is used to prevent
actors from using (reading) information for any goal beside
the one they have been granted the read permissions for.
Moreover, F4 states that an actor is forbidden to modify
an information item by any goal that is responsible of its
achievement except the goal(s) that modifies such information,
and the actor has been granted the modify permissions to
achieve it/them. Finally, F5 states that an actor is forbidden
to send an information item to any actor, except the actor(s)
that has been granted the send permissions to send information
to it/them.

For example, in Figure 2 the stock trader is forbidden to
read or modify the investor’s orders by its goal “analyze the
market for targeted securities”, and it is forbidden to send the
investor’s orders by any goal except “analyze the market for
targeted securities” to any actor but the stock market.

Obligate policy derivation rules : are used to derive
obligated actors’ activities toward information, and represent
them in IQ specification language (obligate policies).

Our previous framework hardly recognizes the obligation
concept, which is essential for addressing several IQ related
vulnerabilities by defining the activities that actors must per-
form toward information. For example, in Figure 2 if a stock
investor depends on a stock trader for sending some trading
orders to a stock market, our previous framework is able
to detect situations, where the trader is not able to provide
the time to market that is required by the investor, which is
important to determine information validity at its destination.
However, even if the trader is able to provide the required
time to market, it does not guarantee that the trader will
not postponed sending the orders for some reason, which
cannot be addressed by the framework. Similarly, there is
no guarantee that a stock market will provide information
concerning trades and quotes to CTA with no delay, where
any delay in such information might negatively influence the
overall performance of the trading system. For instance, Nanex
report [34] listed both NYSE-CQS delay along with the DOW
Jones delay (was a result of the first delay) as a reason of
the Flash Crash. Finally, the framework proposed purpose
of use, interdependent readers, and read time concepts to



Fig. 3. Screenshot of the IQ Policy Specification Tool

address information consistency. However, these concepts do
not guarantee that all interdependent readers will use such
information without delay, i.e., none of them is obligated to
use information when it is received. Without such obligations,
it is not guaranteed that the inconsistency problem among the
interdependent readers will be solved.

To this end, we define O1-3 rules that can be used to iden-
tify the activities that actors must perform over information.

O1 states that all interdependent readers for information
are obligated to read such information with no delay (‘0’).
Considering the flash crash scenario, and in order to guar-
antee that NYSE and NASDAQ (interdependent readers) will
perfectly coordinate their CBs activities to avoid any potential
market crash, both of them should be obligated to read CME
CB info (information used for CBs coordination) with no delay
(‘0’).

O2 states that an actor is obligated to another one to
provide information within the provision time it claims. For
example, to guarantee that a stock market will provide in-
formation concerning its trades and quotes (e.g., CTS-info,
CQS-info) to CTA with no delay, we can use an obligation
policy concerning information provision, in which a market
is obligated to provide CTA with such information within a
predefined period of time.

O3 states that an actor is obligated to send information
to its intended destination within the send time it claims.
For example, to guarantee that a trader will not postponed
sending investor’s orders for some reason, we can use an
obligation policy concerning information send, in which a
trader is obligated to send investor’s orders to trading market
within a predefined period of time.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We evaluated our approach on a simulation basis follow-
ing [35], namely developing a prototype tool and test its
applicability with artificial data. In particular, by means of
our prototype implementation7, we evaluated the automated
derivation of IQ policies from the requirements model, i.e.,
the ability of capturing IQ requirements in their social and
organizational context, and then automatically derive the final
IQ specifications in terms of clearly defined IQ policies. In
what follows, we briefly describe the tool (a snapshot of the
tool is shown in Figure 3), discuss its applicability over the
Flash Crash scenario8, and then we test the scalability of its
reasoning support.

Prototype implementation: our tool consist of three main
parts: (1) A graphical user interface (GUI)9: that help de-
signers while drawing the requirements model by drag-and-
drop modeling elements from palettes, and enables them for
specifying the different properties of these elements along with
the different relations among these elements. Moreover, it is
able to prevent modeling any relation among the elements
that violates the modeling language semantics; (2) Model-to-
text transformation: supports the transformation of the graph-
ical requirements model into Datalog formal specifications
depending on Acceleo10; (3) automated reasoning support
(DLV system11) that takes the Datalog specifications, which

7The prototype tool is available at https://mohamadgharib.wordpress.com/
iqp/

8For more information about the case study refer to [13]
9Developed using Sirius https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.sirius
10https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.m2t.acceleo
11http://www.dlvsystem.com/dlv/



has been resulted from translating the graphical model along
with an already defined reasoning axioms, and then verifies
the correctness and completeness of the requirements model
against the properties of the design. Finally, it enables for the
automated derivation of the final IQ specification in terms of
clearly defined IQ policies.

Applicability: we tested the applicability of our approach
by applying it to the Flash Crash scenario. In particular, we
modeled the scenario, transform it into Datalog specification,
and then we run the automated analysis to test its ability in
discovering violations to the properties of the design. The
analysis detects several violations of the properties of the
design, including:

∙ Inaccurate information due to playing conflicting
roles: Best services is playing two conflicting roles
“Accounting firm” and “Auditing firm” concern pro-
ducing “Financial statement”, it provides accounting
and auditing services for the same company. How-
ever, we cannot trust a company for providing ac-
curate auditing information (“Financial statement”)
for a company that it gets paid from to perform
their accounting services. Thus, Best services should
not has produce permissions concerning “Financial
statement” information, and in turn, if it produce such
information it is considered as inaccurate (no produce
permissions).

∙ Unauthorized read due to playing conflicting roles:
Fetch Co is playing two conflicting roles “Auditing
firm” and “Consulting firm” concern reading “Security
assessment”, since it might use such information for
providing paid consulting services. Thus, Fetch Co
should not has read permissions concerning “Security
assessment” information.

∙ Inconsistent information: both of NYSE and NASDAQ
are interdependent readers concerning “CME CB
info”. However, “CME CB info” is provided to them
with different provision times. According to [36], pro-
vision time from CME to NASDAQ was 13 (ms), while
provision time from CME to NYSE was 14.65 (ms),
which leads to different read-times between these two
markets, and resulted in inconsistency between them.

These violations were addressed one-by-one until we
reached a point that no violations were returned when we run
the analysis, i.e., the model is correct and consistent. Finally,
we used the tool to derive the final IQ specifications of the
requirements model.

Experiments on scalability: we have investigated how the
reasoning execution time is affected by the size of the model.
In particular, we expanded the model shown in Figure 2 by
increasing the number of its modeling elements (adding more
actors, goals, information, social dependencies, etc.), and then
we run the reasoning and calculated the execution time. More
specifically, the model have been gradually expanded from
140 modeling elements to 1335 elements through 10 steps,
and we investigated the reasoning execution time at each of
these step by repeating the reasoning execution seven times,
discarding the fastest and slowest ones, and then computed
the average execution time of the rest. We have performed the
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Fig. 4. Scalability results with increasing the number of modeling elements

scalability experiment on laptop computer, Intel(R) core(TM)
i3- 3227U CPU@ 190 GHz, 8GB RAM, OS Window 8.1, 64-
bit. The result is shown in Figure 4, and the relation between
the size of the model and the execution time is still linear (not
exponential) for the considered model sizes.

VI. RELATED WORK

Most RE approaches were not designed to capture IQ
requirements, i.e., they either ignore or loosely define such
requirements. However, we can find several RE approaches
that rely on the top-level goals of the system to define
different kinds of policies that can be used to control the
actors’ behavior. For example, Antón and Earp [37] depend
on GBRAM method [38] to operationalize security goals into
security policies. While Fontaine [39] propose a process for
mapping KAOS [15] goal models into security policies that can
be represented in ponder policy specification language [40].
In [41], security concerns were represented as security goals
that can be refined and made precise as security requirements
on the software, and security policies on the operational
environment. Giorgini et al. [9] propose a methodology for
modeling security requirements as constraints that can be
imposed to the different actors activities. While Massacci et
al. [10] introduce a framework that extends SI* [11] with
the required mechanisms to derive access control policies
from security requirements. Finally, Paja et al. [12] propose
a framework that supports the identification and management
of conflicts in security requirements. Even their framework
supports modeling of authorizations over information entities
in terms of permissions, but offers no concepts for modeling
or reasoning about IQ related aspects.

At the other hand, several organizational and security
policy languages have been proposed. For instance, Hoagland
et al. [19] purpose a visual security policy language called
LaSCO that is able to describe constraints on a system,
which must hold in certain situations. Steen and Derrick [21]
introduce a method for expressing enterprise policies in terms
of the permitted, forbidden or obligated action to be carried
out. While the Policy Description Language (PDL) [42] is



an event-based language that uses the event-condition-action
paradigm to define a policy as a function that maps a series
of events into a set of actions. Security Policy Language
(SPL) [43] is a constraint-based language consisting of four
fundamental building blocks: entities, sets, rules and policies,
which can be used to express the concepts of permission and
prohibition, and some restricted forms of obligation. While
Ponder language [40] is able to support a number of basic
policies, including: obligation, information filtering, delega-
tion, and refrain policies.

Finally, we can find various approaches for improving IQ
by design that have been proposed in literature. For exam-
ple, Wang and Strong [44] propose the Total Data Quality
Management (TDQM) methodology. While, in [45] they de-
velop IP-MAP that is a formal modeling method for creating
high quality Information Product (IP). Relaying on IP-MAP
framework, Scannapieco et al. [46] propose IP-UML approach
that combines both data analysis and process analysis in order
to improve IQ. Moreover, Guerra-Garcı́a et al. [47] introduce
a Model Driven Architecture (MDA) for the management of
Data Quality (DQ) during the design and development of Web
applications. In particular, they propose a meta-model and a
UML profile for capturing and specifying DQ requirements
(DQ WebRE). Finally, Cappiello et al. [48] propose a method-
ology that is composed of four main steps to support business
process designers in identifying DQ requirements, and select-
ing the required actions (improvements) during the design of
business processes in order to satisfy the DQ requirements.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Usually, IQ is a problem handled at technical level; how-
ever, IQ concerns also how information are managed by people
in the organization and how business processes make the
correct use of information during their execution. We argued
that IQ is not only a technical problem, but it is also a social
and organizational issue. Thus, any solution to IQ should
consider the social and organizational context where the system
will be implemented. Furthermore, we advocate that such
needs should be considered from the early system requirements
analysis phase, which prevent revising the entire system to
accommodate such requirements when they are needed, which
might be very costly.

In particular, we proposed a goal-based approach based
on an extended version of Secure Tropos modeling language
[14], and extends its modeling language with more refined
concepts to capture IQ requirements from a socio-technical
perspective. Moreover, we discussed the analysis techniques
that the framework offers to verify the correctness and con-
sistency of the requirements model. At the other hand, we
provide mechanisms for the automatic derivation of the final
IQ specification from the requirements model in terms of IQ
policies that define the permitted, forbidden and obligated
activities toward information. More specifically, we defined IQ
specification language, and we describe several rules that can
be used to derive these policies from the requirements model.

As highlighted in [48], specifying IQ requirements is not a
trivial task. However, one main advantage of our approach is
its ability to specify correct and consistent IQ policies, since
it enables to derive these policies from a verified requirements

model of the system, which guarantee that the derived policies
are correct, and consistent with one another and with the
system requirements. Moreover, the approach offers a great
flexibility in determining the right implementation of the
defined policies, if there are several alternatives, since it only
specify the required IQ policies.

For the future work, we plan to extend the IQ dimensions
that we considered in this paper (e.g., credibility, trustworthi-
ness, etc.), and we plan to investigate IQ dimensions along with
their interrelations more deeply. Also we plan to extend our
IQ Policy specification language to accommodate such exten-
sions. Moreover, we aim to enrich our IQ policy specification
language with events that can be used to trigger these policies,
and we are planning to make the language more expressive by
adding different kinds of constraints to it. Furthermore, we
aim to evaluate our framework with end users (designers), i.e.,
we are planning to perform a set of experiments to assess
the adequacy of our proposed framework. Finally, we aim to
better validate our approach by applying it to several other
case studies that belong to different domains.
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